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What's Inside
NEWS

LIBRARY UNDERGOES RENOVATIONS

The Saint Mary's library has
continued to make changes to
accomodate the various needs of
students and faculty. PAGE 2

BEYOND THE BUBBLE

National geographic is sold to FOX,
Clinton formally apologizes for
email scandal, Trump leads the
GOP polls and more. PAG _,
CULTURE

FAIR TRADE FRIDAY hands out free coffee, tea, and chocolate that are all fair trade and encourages students to support fair practices (Shelby Chakmakian/COLLEGIAN)

SMC shows encouragement for fair and safe working conditions
BY ADRIANA AVILA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On the ill-st Friday of every month, from
9 a.m. to 12 p.m., you can enjoy free coffee,

tea, and chocolates at the Mission and
Ministry Center (MMC). At Fair Trade
Friday. all attendants can socialize with
friends while also learning more about
the many community-building activities
that Saint Mary's students can get involved
with.
Fair Trade Fridays attempt to help the
community become aware of unjust trading industries and the devastating effects
on low-income producers throughout the
world. Saint Mary's is recognized as an official Fair Trade College. That means the
college is committed to sourcing products
from local and other growers that ensure
fair wages, safe working conditions, and
practice sustainability.
Saint Mary's makes a difference through

volunteer work in local and international
places. Jan Term courses like the Lasallian Service Internship provide an easy
wa o stu en s to fin projects they are
interested in doing. Students can chose
to serve local, domestic, or international.
Even though the course lasts only a month,
the experience is said to last a lifetime.
Social justice is usually seen as an
important factor for making a positive
change in the world. The MMC community connects people of all types of faith
and ties in the Lasallian principles. The
college's goal is to make positive change
by living out the five Lasallian Core Principles: Concern for the Poor and Social
Justice, Faith in the Presence of God, Quality Education, Respect for all persons, and
Inclusive Community.
Saint Mary's alum and director of Mis- ·
sion and Ministry, Karin McClelland, said,
"Saint Mary's College as a whole is making
a difference through the sustainability

programs here on campus. Sodexo and
Cafe Louis are also maldng positive differences in the food we eat, and these changes
vvil opefu Iyconti ne- o grow." irstyear
students who stopped by said that they
would definitely be back next month.
The Mission and Ministry Center provides Fair Trade products at Oliver Hall,
Cafe Louis, the bookstore, and various
events. They also put on interactive events
such as retreats, service days, festivals.
and mass. Most recently they helped with
the Mass of the Holy Spirit in the Chapel.
Music filled the room and the community
was able to gather as one.
The Mission and Ministry Center have
an upcoming event that will take place
between October 22 and 24 called the Salinas Immersion. Applications can be found
online at stmarys-ca.edu/ Salinas2015.
Applications are due Friday, September
25. For more information, contact Nick
Van Santen at nvS@stmarys-ca.edu.

Legacy Garden
begins keeping
honeybees

EW ~-~~-----

Colbert distiniguishes himself
from previous late night
television programs. ' \GE 4
MARTIAN REVIEW

The author incorporates scientific
fact into fantasty-creating
an informative but enjoyable
reading experience. PAGE '.J
OPINION

100 WORD RANTS

Students rage against taking
pictures in museums, parking lots.
Disney's Frozen taking precedence,
and selfie sticks. PP GE. .)
SPORTS

BY SOFIA JEREMIAS
i'I'. vV<:. EGlTOR

M EN'S SOCCER SPLIT

Gaels live and bie by the penalty
kick against Missouri State
and Oral Roberts. PAGE 7

In the Cuevas de la Arana, caves located

in the eastern reaches of Spain, there
is a painting depicting a man gathering
honey from wild bees. This early piece
of art shows the long standing relationship between humans and their desire to
collect honey. According to the National
Beekeeping Centre in Wales, beekeeping
started approximately 4,000 years ago.
Honey was offered to the gods as ambrosia
in ancient Greece, used in the m ummificatio n process in Egypt, and used as antiseptic as well as for preservation purposes.
Legacy Garden now has two beehives
of its own. Julie Welch, the manager of
Legacy Garden, explained that the desire
to begin a beekeep ing program stemmed
see BEE KEEPING, page 2

ST VE
OLBER '
SHOW IS A HIT

WOMEN 'S VOLLEYBALL

Gaels split two games against Cal
State Northridge and Universtiy
LEGACY GARDEN honey bees are settling into their new homes, preparing for the winter. (Daniel Conmy/ COLLEGIAN)
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from Joe Kreig, a student who
no longer attends Saint Mary's
College, last year. Jose Feito, a
professor at Saint Mary's College, wanted to donate his personal beekeeping equipment
that year as well. Welch said,
"independently, I would never
have kept bees," but the support
of Feito and Kreig paved the way
to gathering hives.
Welch stated that, "we bought
one package, which meant the
queen and the bees that came
with her. The other bees came
from a swarm that Joe Kreig
captured from behind the Soda
center."
Before capturing the swarm,
"we alerted everyone on campus that we were looking for a
swarm" and once they discovered the swarm behind the Soda
center they had to move quickly.
When bees begin to swarm,
about 60 percent of the worker
bees leave with the original
queen in search of a new home.

BY SYLVIE DEROUIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The library has been recently
renovated to accommodate the
different needs of students at
Saint Mary's. Last year, it became
apparent that the previous con dition of the building was not satisfactory for the needs of students
and the current library staff.
According to Patricia Krietz,
DeanofLibraryandAcademicResources, "the library remodel was
driven by what students had said
they needed and improvements
were made to the way students
study."
The remodel will include two
new large quiet study rooms, doubling the number of group study
rooms to a total of six, and the tech
bar along with new computers on
every floor.
The upgrade in group study
rooms was due to complaint
cards received from various Saint

Mary's students claiming that
other students were too loud
when working on a group projects
together. Responding to this issue,
Krietz said, "students have to collaborate."
Along with the new study

"Along with the new
study rooms, the
first floor will house
the Tech Bar."
rooms, the first floor will house
the Tech Bar where l.T. Services
u~ed to be. Computers will be
scattered throughout the library
more widely.
Krietz said "We are distributing the computers more widely
around the library so that students
can find them in both noisy areas
where they can work together on a
computer/project together and in
extremely quiet areas where they

tion of alcohol in Thille Hall;
referred to the Dean of Students
Office

can use a computer and concentrate deeply."
The addition of the l.T.'s cloudprint has also made it easier for
students to print what they need.
Cloud-print allows students to
connect to the printers directly
through their laptops.
The library has also added over
80 new seats, tables, and chairs. In
addition, soft, plush furniture has
been supplied to provide a cozy
place for students to study. This
resulted in a 25 percent increase
in seating.
Following this, main areas of
the library have been moved to
new areas, making more room for
space. The reference collection
has been moved to the main floor
where students can easily find the
material they are looking for.
To make even more room, the
periodicals collection on the third
floor was condensed from three
sections to two. The purpose
behind this is to make these col-

lections more easily accessible to
students and space for other areas.
The space created by moving these
collections allowed for the two
additional group study rooms and
open seating.
The multiple renovations will
allow students to be fully satisfied
with using the library. There is
the option to have the quiet study
room if working on an intense
paper or the group study rooms
for groups of students working on
an assignment or project.
Since the way students need
to work varies, these new additions to the library will allow
the students to work efficiently
on whatever they might need to
and enhance the student's overall
experience at the library. Collectively, the changes are part of the
library's ongoing goal to upgrade
and respond to the steady increase
in the size of the student body, as
well as the new needs created by
improvements in technology.

speed bicycle from Justin/Mitty
Quad; referred to Moraga Police

9:42 a.m.
Incident: Medical Call
Synopsis: Student not feeling
well-escorted to Health & Wellness
Center; referred to Dean of Students Office and Health & Wellness

7:15 a.m.

Incident: Drug Investigation
Synopsis: Drug paraphernalia
found on bag in front gate and St.
Mary's Parkway; suspended
10:45 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Collision
Synopsis: Parties exchanged
information at Joseph Alioto Recreation Center; suspended

2:40 p.m.
Incident: Bicycle Theft
Synopsis: Hybrid Trek Bike in
Thille Hall; referred to Moraga
Police

4:45 p.m.
Incident: Bicycle Theft
Synopsis: Missing mountain
bike; referred to Moraga Police

9:45 p.m.
Incident: Bicycle Theft
Synopsis: Black mountain bike
in De La Salle hall; referred to
Moraga Police

1:43 p.m.

9/4/2015

9/4/2015

'"To act upon one's convictions while others wait,

3:00 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage consump-

12:15 a.m.
Incident: Fire alarm
Synopsis: Burner on stove
turned on with an empty pot in
Freitas Hall-smoke present, no
fire, or scorching; referred to Dean
of Students Office and Facilities
Services
9/6/2015

9/5/2015

Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Alarm accidentally
triggered by employee while disarming system in IT trailer; referred to Facilities Services and
ITS

9/3/2015

-TEO TURNER

Kreig took advantage of this interim period to capture the bees
and provide them with a new
home in Legacy Garden.
Welch has been taking care
of the honey bees with the support of the Mount Diablo Beekeepers Association. It is one of
the largest beekeeping clubs in

den is pesticide free, herbicide
free, I don't use systemic GMO
plants."
Many in the scientific community suspect that widespread
Colony Collapse Disorder, when
the majority of worker bees
abandon the queen and the immature bees in a colony, is related to the use of neonicotinoids.
In Legacy Garden, Welch has
been planting poppies, lavender,
rosemary, dill, fennel , broccoli, and borage to encourage the
heal th of the honeybees.
Along with the support of the
Mountain Diablo Beekeepers
Association Welch has also been
reading an array ofliterature on
beekeeping. Two that she has
found particularly helpful are the
"Beekeeper's Bible" and "California Bees and Blooms."
If students are interested in
learning more about beekeeping or assisting Welch they are
welcome to volunteer in Legacy
Garden.

Crime Beat
6:45 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Collision
Synopsis: Property damage in
Filippi Parking Lot-parties exchanged information; suspended

To create apositiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
il wasn't available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice-"

"we are encouraging
people to limit their
use of herbicides
and pesticides ...
everything in Legacy
Garden is pesticide
free, herbicide free,
I don't use systemic
GMO plants."

California and works to promote
beekeeping locally.
The honey bees in legacy garden won't be producing honey for
consumption for another year of
so. The bees must settle into their
new hives and produce pollen
and honey stores to survive the
upcoming winter.
If they do, then Welch will
begin the process of collecting.
This process entails putting a
super on top of the bottom two
boxes. "The nest is in the bottom
two boxes and the top two (the
supers) are where we collect the
honey" said Welch.
Welch stated that one of the
biggest concerns with keeping
honeybees is exposure to neonicotinoids, "when bees go to get
pollen and nectar it seems to be
affecting them."
She continued,"we are encouraging people to really limit their
use of herbicides and pesticides."
However, Welch made it clear
that "everything in Legacy Gar-

Library renovations further improve the experience of study

9/2/2015
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Once the bees have swarmed, it
takes anywhere from one hour
to three days for them to locate a
suitable landing spot. Welch and

9/5/2015

3:15 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run Accident
Synopsis: Damage and scratches
to rear bumper and left passenger
door in parking lot between Aquinas and Justin Hall
9/7/2015

9/5/2015

9/5/2015

9:32 a.m.
Incident: Bicycle Theft
Synopsis: Missing GIANT 12
9/6/2015

3:55 p.m.
Incident: Recreation Center
Policy Violation
Synopsis: Pass Back Violation
in Alioto Recreation Center; referred to the Dean of Students and
Athletics

9/8/2015

4:30 p.m.
Incident: Personal Property
Damage
Synopsis: Water poured on PSA
in Guerrieri East; referred to Dean
of Students Office
9/8/2015

11:42 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: A hot pan in the sink
activated seam cloud in Ageno
East- no fire, smoke or scorching
9/9/2015

9/7/2015

8:20 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Student not feeling
in Alioto Recreation Center-no
transport-walked to room; referred to Dean of Students and
Health & Wellness
9/9/2015
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NEWS
Beyond the Bubble
Germany planning to spend
$6.6 billion on immigration
into country, readjusting
borders
Germany has estimated that
800,000 migrants and refugees
will have entered the country
by the end of the year, traveling
primarily from the Middle East
and Africa. To cope with this,
and to demonstrate generosity
towards their neighbors, Germany plans on spending $6.6
billion in process.
On Sunday, however, Germany announced they will be
taking extra measures to protect their borders after receiving an unprecedented influx
of migrants. These measures
involve only letting in migrants
escaping war or prosecution.
Germany's Interior Minister
Thomas de Thomas de Maiziere
says this will allow Germany to
better accommodate those in
more dire need.
National Geographic sold
to FOX
National Geographic, known
to reveal the world's natural
sights and phenomena on its
media platform since 1888, has
recently entered a $727 million
partnership with 21st Century
Fox. 21st Century Fox is con-

trolled by Robert Murdoch ,
who also owns 20th Century
Fox movie studio, the Fox television network, and Fox News
Channel.
In the partnership, Fox would
control 73 percent of National
Geographic. In the ever-growing
digital world , National Geographic is one of many media
outlets that has been hurt by
the decline of print journalism.
The new partnership could
bring about change to this most
recent trend.

Because there's a whole
world out there ...
present in a given space. Ironically, the construction was taking place to better accommodate
the pilgrims en mass.

Hillary Clinton apologizes
for email scandal
After months of ongoing
criticism for Hillary Clinton's
private email server during
her time as Secretary of State,
Clinton addressed the issue
publically. Clinton's staff communicated their understanding
that many are concerned and
that they wish to answer quesCrane falls in Mecca, kill- · tions as clearly as possible.
ing and injuring 300+
This is a shift from her previThe Grand Mosque in Mecca, ous tactics of righting off the
Saudi Arabia, a point of inter- controversy as it's brought up
est for Muslims worldwide or downplaying the issue as a
who travel there for a yearly whole. At a turning point in the
pilgrimage, faced a construction election race , where Donald
malfunction last week which Trump is leading, Bernie Sandresulted in 107 deaths.
ers is improving, and rumors
Just 10 days before the begin- of Vice President Joe Biden's
ning of the Hajj (pilgrimage), a entering the race are arising,
construction crane fell through Clinton's shift could present
the roof of the Grand Mosque. new changes to the race's traThe crash killed 107 and injured jectory.
238 others.
The Hajj usually attracts up to
California passed assisted
2 million practicing Muslims to suicide
the home of the holy site of the
Assisted suicide has recently
Kaaba. This has left many won- made advancements in the
dering about the safety implica- California legal process as the
tions when such a large crowd is California State Legislature has

approved the bill. The bill would
allow doctors to help their terminally ill patients end their
own lives. Oregon. Washington,
Montana, and Vermont already
have such laws in place.
The bill passed 23 to 14,
and the bill's next step is to be
reviewed by Governor Jerry
Brown. If Gov. Brown passes
it, doctors nation-wide will reportedly have triple the access
to assisted suicide than before.
Proponents of the bill believe
this gives patience dignity and
choice in their own death.
Donald Trump leading the
GOP polls
Donald Trump has become
the first Republican presidential candidate with over 30 percent of support for the Republic
party nomination.
This comes with a eight percent improvement since August.
Ben Carson trails in second
place with 19 percent, showing that the two frontrunners
are not historically politicians.
Many believe this is a product of his consistently making
headlines throughout the race.
This comes as a surprise to some
Republicans. The Democratic
leader Hillary Clinton, however,
still beats Trump by

Campus Snapshots _ _~~~-

Campus
Calendar
Annual Health & Wellness Fair
Wednesday, September 16th
12p.m.
Ferrogiarro Hall: Quad
Contact Health Center
heal thcen ter@stmarys-ca.edu
Local Actions to save 'Our
Common Home'
Wednesday, September 16th
91 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga
Room
Contact Riley Smith
rms7@stmarys-ca.edu
Afternoon Craft Conversation
with Geoffrey G. O'Brien
Wednesday, September16
2:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Creative Writing
writers stmarys-ca.edu
Creative Writing Reading Series with Maxine Hong Kingston
Wednesday, Septmeber 16th
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Le Fevre Theater
Contact Creative Writing
writers@stmarys-ca.edu
Contra Costa Chamber Orchestra
Saturday, September 19th
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
El Campinil Theater
Contact Timothy Smith
timothysca@frontiernet.net
SembleAri
Saturday, September 19th
7p.m.
Chapel: Main
Sharon Lee Kim
syll@stmarys-ca.edu

"AUGSQUAD," AKA AUGUSTINE HALL poses before Sunday's events, a cont1nuat1on of the two
week-long Saint Mary's tradition of First Year Olympics. (Chrissy Camilleri/COLLEGIAN)

IS THERE A CAMPUS EVENT YOU'D LIKE
TO SHARE WITH US IN A SIMPLE AND
EASY WAY? Send us a campus snapshot!
FIRST YEAR DREW GAi paddles Aquinas Hall to the pool event's victory during First Year Olympics •
on Sunday, September 13. (Tayelor Villanueva/COLLEGIAN)

smccol/egian@gmail.com

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Late Show with Stephen Colbert makes for a solid debut

COLBERT sits down with presidential hopeful Jeb Bush. ( Photo courte sy of Here & Now)

BY DEAN BOERNER
T1:..
A
IT Q

The much-anticipated debut
of Stephen Colbert on "The Late
Show" took place last Tuesday
night, somewhat answering the
question of who exactly Stephen
Colbert is. Colbert has spent the
last nine years filling his late-night
niche as the satirical, ultrapatriotic host of the "Colbert Report,"
so many wondered how smoothly
he would shed his past character
and uphold one of television's
most prestigious occupations.
The night's festivities began
with a segmented, cross country
rendition of the national anthem
by Colbert and others that even
featured a cameo from Colbert's
old buddy Jon Stewart. While the
opener with Stewart's appearance and the national anthem

was reminiscent of Colbert's old
gig, the new host appeared to be
indulging in one last sketch before
leaving his Comedy Central past
behind.
Colbert's opening monologue
set the tone for the entire debut.
He settled nicely into his brand of
quirky, lighthearted humor. The
opening act included a clever bit
with CBS CEO Leslie Moonves
hovering over a switch that would
broadcast the hit show "The Mentalist" if Colbert's show started to
flounder. After introducing his
band led by Jon Batiste, the show
finally segued into what will be its
title sequence and jingle. Cheerily
orchestrated over an animated
New York City landscape, the title
scene fits the aura of Colbert's new
show beautifully.
With the dust settled and Colbert behind his new desk, "The

Late Show" was finally underway.
He introduced the audience to
his new, peculiarly ornamented
set, including his "ancient curse
amulet" that led into a prolonged
scene brimming with Colbert's
oddball humor. One of the most
brilliant portions of Colbert's
night came in a series of Donald
Trump jokes. Using Oreos, something Trump has publicly sworn
off due to Nabisco's offshore factories, Colbert composed a metaphor equating the addictiveness
of Oreos with that of Trump jokes
for comedians. Both the political
subject matter (Colbert's comedic
forte) and the cutaway shots of eccentric Trump quotes were classic
Colbert entertainment.
George Clooney and Jeb Bush,
the guests on the Colbert's first
episode, provided ample opportunity for the new host to display

his interviewing versatility. He
carried on an easygoing conversation with Clooney sprinkled
with wisecracks about the movie
star's looks and fame, but adjusted
his approach with presidential
candidate Jeb Bush. Colbert, no
stranger to interviewing politicians, was jovial with the former
Florida governor but not lacking
in tough questions.
Colbert's debut night closed
with a cheerful closing act of music that included Jon Batiste and
his band, guest star Aloe Blacc,
and even Colbert himself. To top
off the memorable night, a postshow clip of Colbert and one of
his late night ratings competitors
Jimmy Fallon bidding farewell to
each other in a locker room aired
following the credits.
With Colbert's first episode
concluded and the excitement
back to a more sustainable level,
it's open to interpretation where
exactly "The Late Show" will
fit in the late night television
scheme of things. He'll compete
with both Jimmy Kimmel and
Fallon for audience members, two
comedians who have found much
success in late night television.
Fallon has catered to his younger
audience with a game show, party
type atmosphere rolling in celebrity after celebrity. Kimmel on the
other hand has capitalized on his
likeability and deadpan humor to
earn himself a substantial following. Colbert will have to settle into
his own niche, either by inheriting the older demographic of his
predecessor David Letterman or
carving out his own audience with
his personal style. If Colbert's first
night at "The Late Show" helm is
any indication, it's safe to say, he
will be around for awhile.

Podcast Spotlight: "Brilliant Idiots"incorporate different perspectives
BY BRANDEN QUEZADA
u I ING WPITER

(~"!\JTR.

The "Brilliant Idiots" podcast
is one to keep on your radar.
Comedian Andrew Schulz and
Power 105 New York's Charlamagne Tha God make for the
ultimate team in facilitating
the conversation that everyone
can relate to while also providing their own unique influential perspectives. You may be
familiar with Andrew Schulz
from watching him on MTV and
MTV2's "Girl Code/ Guy Code"

series; he's also the curator for
his own YouTube series "This
American Hype." You may have
more familiarity with Charlamagne Tha God as he is one of
the leading voices in radio right
now. Currently, Charlamagne
hosts Power lOS's Breakfast
Club, and just debuted his new
show on MTV2 called "Uncommon Sense."
Schulz and Charlamagne contribute much to pop culture
through radio, television, and
comedy. They typically provide
listeners with a unique perspec-

SCHULZ AND CHARLAMAGNE preparing for a podcast run through. ( Photo courtesy of Youtube)

tive on various topics through
their conversations.
An innovate aspect of the
"Brilliant Idiots" podcast is that
they hold conversations that
many people are afraid to have,
as well as expressing opinions
that would get the typical person in their position fired or
scrutinized. Most recent topics
of conversation include the Bill
Cosby rape allegations, Jared
Fogle's recent circumstances,
women's rights and equal pay,
and the Charleston shooting. A
recurring theme in each episode

is the analysis of race in America
and its influence on the current
topic being discussed.
Charlamagne is an AfricanAmerican male from Moncks
Corner, South Carolina. Schulz
is a white male from New York
City. Both men acknowledge
each of their own racial and
cultural identities in impacting their own perspectives.
In their most recent podcast,
Schulz stated "we like speaking
about culture." Both Schulz and
Charlamagne believe that it's
important to analyze everyone's
circumstances and perspective,
even the unwanted ones. "Brilliant Idiots" is not afraid to
tackle any conversation. This
allows for special guests to open
up in ways that they normally
aren't asked to.
For instance, the "Brilliant
Idiots" recently featured guest
Jay Williams, former NBA player and current ESPN Analyst,
reve.aling stories of his short
NBA career. In that episode
Jay Williams shared unheard
of topics like the fact that NBA
players would gamble on games
of rock-paper-scissors for as
much as $100k a game.
As the "Brilliant Idiots" hosts
will say, "whether you think
we're brilliant, you're right. Or,
whether you think were just
a bunch of idiots, you're right
too."

Fall Television
Previews
BY AEDAN RICHTER

Need something to distract you
from that seminar reading you've
been putting off? Checkout these
new seasons coming this fall!
Downton Abbey Season 6
After five drama filled seasons,
Downton Abbey is about to show
its last. The show has had many
ups and downs. One of the main
characters, Mathew, who the story original hinged on, was killed,
and many more characters have
come and gone. The show ended
the fifth season with Rose newly
married, Edith having run off
with her illegitimate child, Tom
planning heading off to America,
and the most touching, Mr. Bates
proposing to Mrs. Hughes. There
is much to be anticipated in this
last and final season. Hopefully
a happy ending is in store, but,
with this show, you never know.
The trailer for season six is quite
tear-provoking as it's set to the
song "Time to Say Goodbye" by
Lauren Aquilina. This show has
grown and changed so much over
the years, as well as the characters who have been around from
the beginning. The characters, as
well as the beautiful house, will
be hard to say goodbye to.
iZombie Season 2
Despite my disgust at first seeing the previews for iZombie on
the CW, I eventually broke down
and watched the first episode,
and have been hooked ever since.
This comedy-mystery is a fresh
deviation away from standard
zombie genre programming. For
me, it's so amusing to watch Liv
each episode take on new personalities every time she eats a
victim's brain. In addition, no
Zombie show has ever shown
eating brains in positive light.
We last left Liv off in a rather
bad position. The love of her life,
Major, finally figured out what's
been happening to all of the foster kids and is now hell bent on
killing every last Zombie. Also,
in the season two iZombie teaser
trailer, Blaine is looking well off
despite his meat shop going down
in flames. I think most would love
seeing him and his horrible ways
gone for good, but it sure doesn't
look like that will be happening
anytime soon.
Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
Season 3
This action-packed TV show
linking all of the "Avengers"
movies is now headed into its
third season. After such a riveting finale to Season 2, there are
questions which must be addressed. First off, where is Simmons? After Fitz and Simmons
were finally seeming to become
a couple, Simmons got sucked
into an alien rock. In addition,
Coulson was last left without a
hand. Will S.H.I.E.L.D. and all
its technology be able to replace
it? Also, in the Season Three
trailer, Skye refers to herself as
Daisy- an important revelation.
Every season seems to have its
own new feel keeping the plot
and characters fresh. It looks like
this season will focus those with
special powers like Skye/ Daisy.
There's a lot to look forward to
in the new season, especially for
the answers it will bring!
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CULTURE
BOOK REVIEW

"The Martian:" proof engaging science is not alien

Netflix: T.V. of the future?
BY ALE X CROO K
S"."f\Ff-

ANDY WEIR'S novel incorpolates real science in an interesting way (photo courtesy of St. George Utah News)

BY AEDAN RICHTER
rONTRIBUTli\JC WRlTER

"The Martian" is a science fiction novel by Andy Weir, which
was origin ally written purely
as a fun side project. Weir drew
inspiration from his inherent
love of science, his interest in the
outer space, and specifically the
question of, "how would someone survive on Mars?" He never
expected to make an exceptional
amount of money on this book.
He first published "The Martian" electronically on Amazon
just so his friends could read it.
Weir charged 99 cents, Amazon's
minimum price for an E-book. It's
ironic because the book was so
successful that a film adaptation
is about to be released starring
Matt Damon. To me, Damon has
the perfect temperament and
personality, and his character in
"We Bought a Zoo" is very similar
to astronaut Mark Watney, the
main character who's stranded
alone on Mars.
Amazingly, everything that
happens to Watney is, for the
most part, scientifically accurate.

In addition, whatever sci e ntific mistakes Weir made initially,
were caught by scientists reading
the book off of Amazon.
The Martian could have definitely bored the average person
who' s likely to be focused on
something other than science.
Yet, Weir's writing keeps the
reader engaged nonetheless.
There is something really inspiring about Watney's drive to
survive. He takes on what would
crush most people emotionally, keeping his humor intact.
With his knowledge of botany,
mechanical engineering, loads
of duct tape, and 70 's music,
Watney sets out to survive until
the next mission to Mars arrives.
For food, Watney grows potatoes.
"They say once you grow crops
somewhere, you have officially
'colonized' it. So technically, I
colonized Mars. In your face, Neil
Armstrong!" The survival logs
of Watney are enlightening and
down right hilarious.
Though most of the story is told
from Watney's perspective, there
is a look into the decision-making
behind sending a rescue mission

to Mars. I think it was meaningful to have the NASA chapters
because they give so much insight
into the moral dilemmas that
they face holding Watney's life
in the balance. The reader, who
by then has grown attachment to
Watney, starts pondering whether or not saving him is a good
idea. From their perspective the
reader is forced to consider how
far is to far in terms of saving one
life. Also, when Watney is able to
connect with NASA, it's interesting to see their frustration with
Watney's carefree behavior. You
would think it was their lives
at risk and not his. Overall, the
book speaks out on the theme
of humans helping humans in a
time of need.
"The Martian" is a gripping
read that takes real science and
effecfuely puts it in a fictional
scenario creating good, accurate
science fiction. Science nerd or
not it is hard to resist the charms
and humor of this lone astronaut
as he makes history. I highly
recommend reading this before
the movie.comes out on the 2nd
of October.

\A'f~'Tt

In a world run by the mass media, we'r e socie ty's puppets and
the media are our pupp eteers.
New and developing technologies have repeatedly succeeded
in encapsulating our lives. The
Xbox replaced the board game.
Spotify and Pandora overtook
CDs. News apps have usurped
the reading of newspapers. And
now, N etflix has seemingly overtaken cable as being the next
major television provider.
In recent years, there has been
a correlation between increasing numbers ofNetflix subscribers and the steady decrease of
cable television viewership.
TIME Magazine reported that
our monthly cable TV time was

Netflix keeps
us hooked by
systematically slipping
in new and interesting
content just when we
think we're done with
it ... all contributing to
an entertainment pit.
trimmed down from 148 hours
in 2012 to 141 hours in 2014. In
that span, Netflix's profits have
shot up $1.89 billion. Gripping
shows such as "Oran.ge is th_e
New Black" and "Breaking Bad"
have been instrumental in the
rise in revenue for the revolutionary entertainment provider,
pulling viewers away from cable.
Netflix keeps us hooked by systematically slipping in new and
interesting content just when

we think we're done with it. New
seasons, series, and special p r ograming are being added to th e
site on the daily, all contributing
to an entertainment pit. This
entertainment pit is so big tha t
no one could ever watch their
way out of it.
N etflix also holds an edge over
cable, the traditional show provider, due to its user-friendly
cost. The average cable bill in
the United States is $64.00, but
one month of Netflix costs just
$7.99. This is perfect for the offcampus college student, looking
for a cheaper way to avoid writing their mid term paper.
All this being said, is Netflix
the television of the future?
While Netflix is certainly
a treasure trove of new and
interesting programming, and
considerably cheaper than cable, the traditional television
providers have one advantage:
a wider varie ty of content. On
Netflix, you can only watch TV
shows and movies. On cable, you
can watch, in addition to shows
and movies, news, sports, and
live event coverage. Sure thi s
additional content may account
for the price discrepancy, but
it's well worth it. Tuning "in" to
Netflix means that we're tuned
"out" of the real world. Netflix
won't give you coverage of the
next election or the latest crazy
antics from Donald Trump. It
merely fries your brain with
entertainment and nothing of
any real life substance.
Regardless, the numbers don't
lie. N etflix is stealing viewers
from cable. And as long as they
continue to churn out shows
and keep the price reasonable,
Netflix is, unfortunately and
indisputably, the next generation of television.

Apply for an editorial position by Sept. 18
http://www.stmaryscollegian.com/join
or email smccollegian@gmail.com
Open Positions:
• Sports Editor
• Assistant News Editor
• Assistant Opinion Editor
• Assistant Culture Editor

Storyboard
meetings:
Mondays at 6:00 PM
·in Dante 119

Become a staff or contributing writer
Attend our weekly meetings or email
smccollegian@gmail.com
Take an article and write what you like - that
makes you a contributing writer. Doing this five
times makes you a staff writer.
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OPINION
100 Word Rants
Parking lot woes

I

Get your face out of here

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
,f\i
1 l\! •'v"' rt.

BY SOFIA JEREMIAS

The Whole Foods parking lot in Lafayette has to be one of the most
frustrating, poorly-structured parking lots in the area. When my roommate and I finally saw an open space, she put on her blinker. Suddenly,
another car came along and pulled into the exact same spot we were
going to take. At this point, my anger was comparable to the public's
reaction to Kim Kardashian being invited to speak on women's objectification in the media. Or when people questioned my loyalty to the
Oklahoma City Thunder just because I wanted the Warriors to beat
the Cavs. Oh no, but wait, it gets worse: this girl had the audacity to
stare at me while proceeding to laugh at my fuming and shocked facial
expression while her friend stole our spot. Long story short, I won't be
visiting that parking lot for a while.

When you go to a museum, you expect to look at paintings. This
isn't revolutionary, and even someone who has never stepped foot
in a museum knows this. However, it seems like more and more
often when you go to a museum you are forced to look at people
taking pictures in front of paintings. These people enjoy completely
blocking paintings from your viewpoint while they spend five
minutes capturing the most flattering angle of themselves with a
Degas, Picasso, or Monet. Their goal is not to enjoy great works of
art but to document and share a fabricated experience. They are
ruining the joy of going to museums with their need to receive
gratification from the world of social media. That sort of behavior
belongs elsewhere. Please take it out of museums.

Selfie sticks need to go

Disney too full of"Frozen"

BY OLIVIA MEME

BY ELIZABETH MAGNO
OPY W >OP

, .
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BY TERRILYN HO
\._

('R_

It's time to start doing things like the Roman Colosseum, folks:
ban the selfie stick. It's a beautiful idea, really. I'd even venture to
call it revolutionary. Don't get me wrong, I'm all about people taking selfies. But when memories of a semester abroad are echoed
with men's voices quietly asking, "selfie?," it's time to stop with this
picture stick phenomenon. No sir, I don't want to buy the knockoff
selfie stick you're selling, just as I have told the last thirty men who
asked me the same question. But you know what? For five euros, I
might just buy one to quietly beat you with it.

On September 9, it was revealed that "Aladdin: The Musical Spectacular"
would be replaced by anew Frozen musical at Disney's CaliforniaAdventure.
Disney is just going too far with all of this Frozen stuff. First, it was the Elsa
andAnnameet-and-greetinDisneyland Then,halfoftheAnimationsStudio
got taken out just for the sake of a new Elsa and Anna meet-and-greet. As
if that isn't enough, the Muppets show at California Adventure was taken
over by 0 laf and a Frozen sing-a-long. Walt Disney is probably rolling in his
grave, knowing that his classics are being replaced. But I guess capitalizing
on clueless kids is the new key to success.

Civic illiteracy is harming our political climate
BY MEGAN CRAIN
COi' TR BUT! 'G WRITER

n light of the high civic illiteracy
rate in the United States, the
statement "government of the
people, by the people, for the
people" is quite terrifying. Civic
literacy is the knowledge of how
a government system functions
and the individual citizen's role
within that system. Our founding
fathers established our democratic self-government on the
premise that citizens would have
an adequate civic education. Recent civic literacy tests, however,
are showing a deficit in nativeborn citizens' understanding of
our government. USATodaypublished the results of one such test,
showing that one in three citizens
fails, with less than six out of 10
questions answered correctly.
So, why does this matter, and
how does it affect society? It is
important to understand that
our country was founded on the
democratic ideal that our political
system functions best when all
citizens participate. In his "Funeral Oration," Pericles refers
to "a man who takes no interest
in public affairs" as a "useless
character." Voting is a civil liberty
guaranteed for all adult citizens,
and yet only 36.4 percent of the
eligible population voted in the
2014 mid-term elections. The results of the aforementioned civic
literacy tests suggest that a lack
of political knowledge might be
why not many Americans make
it to the polls. And even if a civically illiterate citizen does vote,
it is likely that he or she will not
be able to sufficiently evaluate
candidates and propositions. For
these reasons, it is imperative
that we examine the source of
civic illiteracy.
Whose fault is it that our citizens are not prepared to take on

Kim Davis
released
from
.
prison

I

ONLY 36-4% OF THE ELIGIBLE POPULATION voted in the 2014 mid-term elections. (Photo courtesy of The Huffington Post)

their necessary role in our democratic nation? Most fingers point
toward parents and schools that
spend years attempting to equip
young citizens for adulthood. If a
parent lacks an understanding of
our government or is merely uninterested in political issues, their
child will grow up in an apolitical
family environment. In 39 states
across the nation, high school
students are required to pass a
course on American government
in order to graduate. Programs
like the Civic Literacy Project
are fighting hard to make this a
mandatory course in all 50 states,
followed by a civic literacy test to
pass the class.
In 2001, Congress passed the
No Child Left Behind Act that
created a curriculum focused on
guiding students to pass their
classes and graduate rather than
expanding their education to
its highest potential. A study by
the Center for Information and
Research on Civil Learning & Engagement identified a shift away
from civic education resulting

from the passage of this act due to
the absence of civic understanding on statewide assessments.
Policy makers need to evaluate
programs like No Child Left Behind and strive toward providing
students with a political education that will benefit them (and
our country) for the rest of their
lives. These young adults are the
newadditionstoourvotingpopulation for the 2016 presidential
election and can greatly affect the
outcome.
Another alarming issue is the
increasing percentage of Americans that have given up on politics
altogether. Many citizens feel as if
they do not need to educate themselves because they believe that
their participation in our government will not change anything.
Advocates for civic literacy tend
to focus on young students and
forget about the adult population.
However, ·this is an important
issue that affects Americans of
all ages. Without a well-rounded
understanding of how our government works, there is a tendency

to blame all of our discontent on
the current government leadership, as evidenced by the "thanks
Obama" phenomenon. Consequently, those who do come out
to vote are drawn to those candidates promising to be different
from "establishment" politicians.
However, these candidates themselves may not have an adequate
or realistic understanding of how
the government works.
Our country was established
as a democracy so that the government would be run "by the
people." This fundamental ideal
makes civic literacy vital to a
democratic system. When citizens are literate, they can make
educated decisions on the ballot that will make a difference.
We are a part of the new voting
generation and can truly influence policy-making if we choose
to educate ourselves and take up
our responsibility to participate.
If you are interested in assessing
your own knowledge ofour government, visit www.isi.org to take an
official civic literacy test.
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im Davis, a Kentucky county
clerk who refused a judge's order
to issue same-sex marriage licenses,
was released from incarceration on
Tuesday, September 8. A crowd of
supporters celebrated her release,
including high-profile figures like
former Arkansas governor Mike
Huckabee, who praised the tenacity in her actions, stating that "We
stand with Kim today...we cannot
criminalize the Christian faith."
These actions, however, sparked
considerable controversy amongst
her rabid religious supporters and
the LGBTQ community.
Before being incarcerated, Davis'
duties as a county clerk were consisted of handing out applications
for marriage licenses to those that
legally qualified and willing to fill
out the required paperwork. Her
oath before assuming the job affirmed that she would uphold her
duties in conjunction with the U.S.
Constitution.
Davis, identifying as a Christian believer, stood convinced that
distributing same-sex marriage
licenses were in conflict with her
beliefs. She argued that her actions
were supported by the Free Exercise
Clause of the FirstAmendmentthat
outlines freedom of religion.
As Kentucky law states, applicants
for marriage licenses must be unmarried, be residents of that state,
and be at least 18 years of age. In addition, the Supreme Court recently
ruled that marriage for same-sex
couples is protected bythe Constitutionasafundamentalliberty. Davis is
infringing on this right by asserting
that applicants must be of the opposite sex. Thus, she has violated the
fundamentallibertyofmarriageand
heroath to uphold the Constitution.
In court, a federal trial judge
found Davis guilty for exercising civil
contempt, and she was incarcerated.
Her supporters rallied against the
decision and praised her as a martyr. Matt Staver, her attorney, even
construed an argument that Davis'
jailingwascomparabletoMartinLuther King Jr.'s imprisonment in BirminghamJail. He claimed that"Kim
Davis cannot and will notviolate her
conscience." While some see Davis
as a civil rights activist and a peaceful proteste1~ she and King are not in
the same league. King was known to
oppose the Church's unwillingness
to supportanddefend the oppressed
On the contrary, Davis used her
religion to further persecute the
oppressed. Davis's supporters who
compare her to Martin Luther King
Jr. should take a step back and see
that their arguments fall short of
both logic and conviction.
While the court was correct in
interpreting its duties under the
Constitution, Davis' exercise of civil
contempt is not a crime. Therefore,
I believe it was wrong to incarcerate
Davis. Instead sending her to jail, a
more effective method would have
been to remove her authority to issue marriage licenses and replace
herwith an individual who is willing
to comply with the law. While Davis
has the right to believe whatever she
wishes and to practice those beliefs,
she should not be in a position to
withhold legal marital rights from
same-sex couples.
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SPORTS
Sports
this week

I

Women's soccer loses for first time this year
Gaels tie Spartans, lose to Golden Bears in fierce contests
BY DANIEL CONMY

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Fri. vs. Boise State, 1:00 p.m.
Sunday vs. USC, 11:00 a.m.
A tie and the first loss of the
season has the Gaels hungry for
two more games at home. Saint
Mary's welcomes the Broncos
from Boise State and the Trojans
from USC for two tough matches
before opening up for conference
play th~ following week.
MEN'S SOCCER

Fri. vs. Cal State
Northridge, 4:00 p.m.
sun. vs. UC Riverside,
3:00p.m.
After a disappointing loss
on an overtime penalty kick,
the Gaels bounced back for a
victory to stay at .500. Now,
the Gaels return home for two
home games facing off against
California foes. Saint Mary's had
high hopes for the season, can
they get back on track now?

The Saint Mary's women's soccer team stayed local for their two
affairs, facing off against San Jose
State and Cal. The soccer team
suffered their first loss of the
season at the hands of Cal. Before
that match Sunday afternoon, the
Gaels tied San Jose State Friday
evening.
Madison Salom led the way
with the only goal for the Gaels,
assisted by Mary Fraser. This goal
tied the game at one in the 72nd
minute. The Spartans scored earlier in the second half on a penalty kick after Saint Mary's was
awarded a red card. Although a

"We are down a
and down a goal,
and we are still able
to grab a goal and
geta draw out of this
game," said Clarke.
tie is never a desired result, Head
Coach Travis Clarke realized the
fight in his team. "We are down
a player and down a goal, and we
are still able to grab a goal and
get a draw out of this game," said
Clarke. "Without having that extra player on the field was tough
for us but we adapted. The girls
played well. I'm happy that we
were able to grind it out." Saint
Mary's stayed with their plan
and attacked despite being a
woman down for the majority of

KIANA QUARLES battles against a Cal defender on Sunday afternoon. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

the second half. Julia McDonald's
only blemish was the penalty
kick given up in the 58th minute.
McDonald saved four shots and
kept Saint Mary's out of the loss
column for one more game.
The Gaels couldn't keep their
pristine record of no losses
against Bay Area rival, Cal. Saint
Mary's dropped the game 2-0, but
the game was a lot closer than the
score might dictate.
A penalty kick was awarded to
Saint Mary's in the first half, but
the shot sailed wide. That could
have changed the landscape of
the game. "Based on where our
roster is at currently, and how

many people we did not have in
uniform and didn't play... the fact

"We were down 1-0
at Cal in the 88th
minute and gave up
a PK. We had a PK in
the first half... had we
made that, I think it's a
totally different game."
that these women stepped on
the field and battled against one
of the top teams in the country,
we showed a lot of heart," said

Clarke. "We were down 1-0 at
Cal in the 88th minute and gave
up a PK. We had a PK in the first
half... had we made that, I think
it's a totally different game." Saint
Mary's gave up both goals in the
second half, the pair scored by
Arielle Ship. Ship gave the Golden
Bears the lead in the 67th minute
and then tacked on the finishing
blow in the 89th minute on a
penalty kick.
The Gaels drop to 5-1-2 on the
season, but this start is promising
for the young team. The Gaels
return home this Friday and
Sunday to faceoff against Boise
State and USC.

Men's soccer split games in Missouri

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Gaels live and die by penalty kick in extra time, win one in Springfield

Fri. @ Cal, 7:00 p.m.
Sat. @ Stanford, 7:00 p.m.

BY DANIEL CONMY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The road does not get any
easier after a split in the Pacific
Northwest. Saint Mary's takes
on two Pac-12 opponents in the
Golden Bears and Cardinal.
MEN'S GOLF

Mon. vs. Saint Mary's
Invitational - Day 1
Tue. vs. Saint Mary's
Invitational - Day 2
\Ved.vs.SaintMary~

Invitational - Day 3
The Gaels were picked as
favorites to win the West Coast
Conference crown this year.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS

Fri. @Battle In The Bay
Sat. @ Battle In The Bay
Sun. @ Battle In The Bay

Saint Mary's Tennis battles
it out against fellow bay area
opponents to see who reigns
supreme as the top tennis
program. Men's tennis is led by
new head coach Greg Kennett.
CROSS COUNTRY

Thurs. @ San Francisco State
Quad Meet, 4:00 p.m.

The Gaels struggled once again
on the defensive side of the ball,
giving up plenty of opportunities
for Missouri State. Obviously,
the Gaels played a physical game,
but that seemed to be their undoing in overtime.
Max Mimer and Carlo Eikani
were the only players to record
a shot for Saint Mary's. Missouri State connected with 12
shots- seven finding their way
to Andrew Konstantino. There
was no pressure for Saint Mary's.
The Gaels did not record a corner kick for the entireity of the
game. While on their heels for
the whole game, Saint Mary's
forced their way into overtime
despite the lack of attack. The
final blow came on a foul inside
the box. This gave James Routledge and Missouri State the
victory as Routledge converted
his attempt.
The start for Saint Mary's is
something of a surprise for Head
Coach Adam Cooper and the
rest of the team. After compiling
12 wins in the past season, the
Gaels are two losses away from
their total last year. On a positive note, the Gaels found a way
back into the win column Sunday
afternoon against Oral Roberts.

Will KENDALL scored the game-winning goal Sunday afternoon in extra time against Oral Roberts. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

Stephen Dougherty is making his name known around his
teammates and around campus
with his early season performance. After Oral Roberts got
on the board early with a penalty
kick goal, Dougherty found the
back of the net on a pass from
fellow freshman Evan Martinez, in the 72nd minute. That
goal brought the Gaels to a tie,
which forced overtime again.
This time, the Gaels won on the
decisive penalty kick, as a Saint
Mary's player was taken down in
the box. Will Kendall stepped up

with his big left foot and buried
it in the net for the game-winner.
This victory propels Saint
Mary's back to .500. Another
note, Lucas Champenois got
the nod again in goal after being
benched following the two game
road trip in North Carolina.
Adam Cooper trusts in both of
the goalkeepers' abilities, but
each has struggled at times at
their position. Alex Braman is
slowly, but surely recovering
from his hip injury, which has
sidelined him for many games
this season. Saint Mary's heads

back home for two more games
next weekend against Cal State
Northridge and UC Riverside.
Looking farther ahead, if the
Gaels want an at-large birth
into the NCAA tournament,
they need to straighten out their
rollercoaster season. Even with
12 wins last year and a huge win
against University of Washington, Saint Mary's missed out on
the tournament. Of course, this
is all a moot point if Saint Mary's
can win the West Coast Conference, which is, once again, highly
competitive.
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SPORTS
Gaels split games in Pacific Northwest
Chase,
Knudsen lead
way in five
set victory
against
Matadors
BY DANIEL CONMY
... ) I (
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Sarah Chase has faced top tier
talent before when she played on
the Canadian national team. She's
succeeded there and she continues to succeed now. Alongside fellow freshman Lindsey Knudsen,
the duo led the charge against the
Matadors.
Saint Mary's started off strong
with two quick set victories
against Cal State Northridge,
only to lose the next sets. The
stage was set for a game five. The
Matadors had the momentum
after blazing back to tie the game
at two. Saint Mary's punched back
for the victory winning 15-12 in
the final set.
While it wasn't the easiest
victory, Head Coach Rob Brown-

PAYTON RUND is one of many freshman contributing in the early season . (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

ing was pleased with the performance. "Definitely a seesaw

We all would have
preferred a steady
match, but really
proud of the girls for
how they responded
in the fifth set."
battle today," said Browning.
" orthridge was clearly not playing well the first couple sets, then
they stepped it up. We doubted
ourselves in sets three and four,
but the girls really pulled togeth-

er for the fifth set and it showed.
We all would have preferred to
play a steady match, but really
proud of the girls for how they
responded in the fifth set."
Chase led the way with 15 kills
and 14 digs, but she was not the
only Gael to have a fantastic Friday afternoon. Lindsey Knudsen
tacked on 14 kills of her own,
along with 20 assists, nine digs,
and seven service aces. The 15
aces total is a season high for
Saint Mary's. Hannah Liserra
started ~ler first game for the
Gaels in the setter position and
added 24 assists, two service aces,
and six digs. While the Matadors

posted a challenge. the Gaels
had another thing coming in the
nightcap against University of
Washington.

CSUN

Saint Mary's
University of Washington is
a top eight program in women's
volleyball, so it was no wonder
that the Gaels went down quietly.
Saint Mary's is facing the toughest competition right now to see

if they are capable of sticking with
the cream of the crop. Coach Rob
Browning was pleased with their
performance despite the 3-set
loss. "I think we played better tonight than we did yesterday," said
coach Browning. "Washington is
a very solid team, consistent, and
steady. They put pressure on us
all night in just about every aspect of the gan1e. I'm happy with
how our team played through the
first two sets. They put pressure
on us but we handled it quite well,
especially in serve receive. There
were long stretches in the first
two sets when we played them
point for point. We got a little
overwhelmed in the third set and
maybe tried to do too much. I
think this was a good experience
for us and will help us next week
when we play Cal and Stanford."
It was great experience for the
Gaels, but the road does not get
any easier as the next two opponents are also Pac-12 opponents Cal and Stanford. Stanford came
in as the number three team in
the country according to the last
poll released on September 7.
Both games are just a short trip
down the road Friday in Berkeley
and Saturday in Palo Alto. Both
games start at 7 p.m. These two
matchups are the last two bouts
before conference play starts
against Portland on the road.

NBA playoff seeding change
Adam Silver introduces new formatting
BY ALEX CROOK
~Ar:: WI

There have been rumors aplenty, but now it's confirmed. NBA
commissioner Adam Silver announced several modifications
to the current playoff-seeding
format September 8, potentially
changing the mindsets of certain
teams (more on that later).
Here's the new format, which
i actually pretty simple: there
will still be 16 teams, with eight
teams per conference. But instead of division champions
receiving automatic bids into
the postseason, all teams will be
treated equally with the playoff
standings being dictated by regular season records. In the event
of a tie, head to head records
are the first criterion, followed
by whether the team won its
division. Let's see how this rule
would have affected last season's
postseason.
The West would have been
shaken up quite a bit. Memphis
and San Antonio would not have
been the fifth and sixth seeds,
respectively, so that would have
caused some stir. The big adjustment though would have been
Oklahoma City taking New Orleans' eighth seed by virtue of the
Thunder's regular season sweep
of the Pelicans. Could Kevin
Durant and the Thunder have
shut down Stephen Curry and
the lightning-quick Warriors?
we·n never know.
However, the East would've
remained the same. The eighth

belonged to Brooklyn, but the
waning weeks of the season
would have been far more drama tic, especially their March
31 tilt from this year against the
Pacers.
These changes allow for a battle royale, a fight to the death if
you will. Teams just short of the
playoff threshold will no longer
lie down and accept their fate.
Defending champion or not, it's
an even playing field all the way
through game 82. Teams who
have something to prove this
season like Milwaukee and Philadelphia will use this new rule to
try and make a playoff push. Not
that they didn't have motivation
at the start of last season, but this
gives them a little ray of hope.
Under these new rules, tank-

And yes, I'm talking to Philadelphia. It's obvious that the 76ers
had an awful 2014-2015 season,
but this new rule will gives teams
like the Sixers and Kings new
hope. All who have abandoned
hope in previous years now ask
the same question Jim Carrey did in Dumb and Dumber:
"So you're telling me there's a
chance?"
I think this is great for the
NBA. Fans pay loads of money
nowadays to go watch their
favorite stars, and they don't
deserve to be treated to a lackluster performance just because
of whether the team will make
the playoffs or not. We now get
to see true competition, a true
battle for who wants the playoffs
more. We're looking at a fun NBA

spot in the East still would have

ing is essentially disco urage d.

season ahead of us.

Student Special. ..

20% OFF
Select units 5x1 O or smaller
with Student l.D.
Move iu witli our 5A van
f REE whl'll you rent!

455 Moraga Road, Ste. F

(925) 631-7000
rent on line: SAspace.com

Offer expires

Dec 3 I,

20 I5

